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Summary

The research evidence for sel,ecting students in higher education with

and without regard to race and sei is presented and discussed. The writer

concludes that the weight of evidence, favors a strong consideration of race-sex

subgroups in admissions procedures based on three clusters of studies: (1)

Those that show no relationship, or perhaps a negative relationship between

the traditional predictorsand college grades for minority students; (2) If

traditional predictors are employed there must be separate equations or cutoffs

for each race-sex subgroup; (3) The utility of noncognitive or nontraditional

variables in predicting minorityistudent success. Legal implications and

suggestions for future research are included.



!One thing the-Bakke decision of 1978 seems to-do is give schools the

option to use race in admissions decisions. There is clearly no mandate to

do so; only the opportunity. What advice,.then, can one give an admissions

dfficer or Committee? Should race be considered? And if so, how should it

. be used? In this article I will attempt to answer this queition based on

available research by considering the cases for and against using' race in ad-

missions and then reaching a conclusion.

The Case for Selecting Students Without Regard to Race

A number of studiei have shown that one can_employ ti.aditional selection

devices such as standardized test scores (e.g., ACT, SAT), high school grades

and high school rank without regard to the race of the students being

selected (e.g., Baggaley, 1974; Humphreys, 1973; Schmidt, Berner and Hunter,

1973; Stanley, 1971; Temp, 1971; Thomas argljtanley, 1969).

tanley (1971), in summarizini the reSe,qh on predicting the success of
,

"disadvantageT students, concluded that admissi n to selective colleges and

$

uni:eersities should be based substantially on tes scores and high school

grades, regardless of whether the aPplicant is from a minority racial, ethnic,

or sociological group. Stanley felt pessimistic about the sossibility of re-

mediation for disadvantaged students, and stated, "An admissio officer ignores

test scores'at his institution's peril," (1971, p. 642).

.Humphreys (1973) concluded that most studies that seemingly find s ffer-

ential validity for racial groups contain erroneous statistical logic. The

faulty logic is of NO types: (1) correlations or regressions for different

racial groups should be compared to each other and nct tested as significantly

different from zero; (2),because the minority group samples are often much

smaller than those of thd majority group, we demand a,larger coefficiOftt to

achieve significance for the minority group. ,Thisirakes it appear that we

,



have significance for the majority students but not for the minority
r

students.

Thus, a single prediction equation or cutoff score is most fair to all

concerned and will select the best students for a given school. Is is partic-

ularly important that higher education,select the best possible students during

the current times of tight budgets, declining enrollments, and a skeptical

public. Bad decisions now could severly damage or wreck higher education

completely,

The Case for Selecting Students by Race

There appear to be a growing number of studies which indicate we cannot

use a single equation or selection system for all students (e.g.) Baggaley,

1974; Borgen, 1972; Farver, Sedlacek and Brooks, 1975; Goldman, 1973; Horowitz,

Sedlacek and Brooks, 1972; Perry, 1972; Pfeifer and Sedlacek, 1970,.1971, 1974;

Sedlacek and Brooks, 1976;,Temp, 19711. The support for this position centers

around three clusters of results. First, there are studies which show no

relationship, or perhaps a negative relationship between traditional predictors

and college grades. Sedlacek and,Brooks (1975) found that the SAT-Verbal

scale had correlated Significantly with freshman grades (.56) for black females

and was uncorrelated for black males (-.03) in a special program at the

University of Maryland, while the SAT-Math scale correlated .16 for black

females and -.33 for black males. Thus the SAT-Math scale actually had negative

validity for black maleS in that sample. Baggaley (1974) found essentially

the same results with blacks at the University of Pennsylitania. The SAT-

Verbal correlated .15 with grades for black females ud1 -.04 for black males;

'while the SAT-Math correlated .38 for black females and -.36 for black males.,

e The second.cluster of studies sUpporting differential race-sex subgroup

prediction involves studies which show that if traditional predictors are to

2.



3.

be used, there must be separate equations or cutoffs for each subgroup to

achieve optimum validity. Horowitz et al. (1972), Perry (1972), Pfeifer and

Sedlacek (1971), and Temp (1971) all clearly show this. Goldman (1973) pre-

sented evidence that even when,a general regression equation overpredicts

how well minorities will do, it is still unfair to them. He argues that since

we have less ability, to accurately predict minority student grades (higher

standard error of estimate),_if we combine race-sex groups and develop a '

single eegression equation we will achieve an equation favoring.the more

predictable majority applicants. Even if we obtain an overestimate of

minority student grades, it will not be offset by the use of a relatively

inadcurate equation. Interestingly, white females tend to be the most pre-

dictable race-sex subgroup and any -general equation would favor them. ;that

we don't have a great many more white females,in highoyducation is evidence

that admissions Sficers have not been reluctant to balance classes with white

iii.be'the least pr4dictab1e race-sex subgroup and any

general equation would discriminate most against them.

Studies by Farver et al. (1970--and Horowitz et al. (1972) further support

the Proposition of differential regression equations for race-sex subgroups.

They found that if grades beyond the freshman year are predicted, different

equations results. Not only are the regression equations different over the

years, but blacks become relatively more predictable than whites after the

freshman year. Thus, race-sex subgroup equations predicting beyond the freshman

year appear particularly appropriate. Studies by Berdie and Prestwood (1975)

and Kallingal (1971) further support this conclusion.-

Thp third major cluster of studies supporting theonsideration

sex subgroups in adMissions deals Wiih'non-Ognitive predictors of minority

student success. A key argument in' minority admissions which I have'not seen
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adequately raised previously runs like this: One reason why we must

consider race or ethnic group in admission is to achieve equality. It is

often argued that you don't, or can't, achieve equality.by considering

differences. I say that the kind of equality we are after in addissions is

equality of information, not equality of process. We want the best information

we can get on every applicant. It can be argued that our,current stem of

gathering applicant data favors white, middle class applicants. H. Let's

start with the application form itself. Studies have shown t at the typical

minority applicant is not as sure just what is being asked, and is less likely

to know just how to "play the game" and supply the information the school

really wants (Sedlacek, Merritt and Brooks, 1975). Minority persons also are

less likely to have family, friends or peers who have dealt with the admissions

process who can advise them.

Minoritistudents may be reluctant or temitive in completing the applica

tion form, and universities that have done the best job of increasing black

enrollment over a five-year period have tended to streamline or reduce the

number and types of forms required in their admissions procedures (Sedlacek,

Merritt and Brooks, 1975). Thus the application form is designed to elicit

information fairly efficiently on applicants with traditional, white, middle-

class experiences in the society. It can be documented that the experiences

and life styles of typical minority applicants are different'(Sedlacek and

Brooks, 1976; Borgen, 1970), and thatwe would gather data differently if we

were to design'a fprm specifically to admit minorities. 'For instance, a

minority applicant who has shown leadership in a.co munity'project rather than

the biology club might not be as likely to write it on the'application because

of the way the question is worded and his/her lack of information on what is
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appropriate.towrite in.

Aside frdm the application form, we Must consider that the typical tests

employed in education are not as Useful in predicting or diagnosing minority

student potential performance as they are in predicting middle class, white

student performance, as was discussed above.

How did this happen? The best explanation appears to me to be that the

reinforcement system developed in the society for minority people is more

capricious than it is on the average for whites. That is, there is not as

tight a link between performance and outcome for minorities as there is for,

whites (Sedlacek and Brooks, 1976). There are a number of studies that

show that minorities do not tend to have the same control over their lives

as do whites (Gurin et al., 1969; Epps, 1969). More whites realize that if

they do X,'they will get Y, and so forth. For example, whites are more likely

to feel "If I study hard, I will get good grades and go on to the next step."

This is pot nearly as clear for minorities. Several stUdies show that teachers

tend to have lower expectations for minority student performance (Rosenthal

and Jacobson, 1968; Rubovits and Maehr, 1973). This is more likely to

result in higher or lower grades than would be expected, either of which are

bad far minorities trying to develop a link or relationship between what they

do and what happens to them. This., kind of grade discrepancy has been found in

a number of studies (Cleary, 1968; Thomas and Stanley, 1969; Pfeifer and

Sedlacek, )971), and helps to explain why grades don't predict minority student

performance better. It is particularly difficult to diagnose or predict

minority.male performance. Some sociologic'al literature supports the argument

that the majority culture tends to control minority .ulture primarily through

controlling males (Verma and Bagley, 1975).
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Since this link of behavior and reinforcement is better and stronger for

white applicants, we don't have to work too hard to obtain additional applicant

information on whites. If a white in a white oriented system, using white

culturally based predictors, gets high grades, we know something about the

motiliation of that student. If he/she were prisident of a fraternity/sorority,

we know that shows leadership. But for minority applicants, We are not as sure

about their cultures, what it is like to be ih them, and how one.shows accom-

plishment in those cultures. Astin (1975), in a national study.of dropouts,

found that blacks who were able to demonstrate knowledge gained in non-tradition-

al ways throurjh credit-by-examination were less likely to drop out than blacks who

did not take credity-by-examination. The increase,in student retention

associated with showing knowledge in this nontraditional way was more than

twice as great for blacks as for whites. fi

Sedlacek and Webster 6970 found that schools that tended 'to consider

race related variables tended to have better retention of minority students.

They also found that private universities tended to have better retention

records than public universities.

A number of studies have shown that background, interest, attitudinal

and motivational variables are related to minority student success, but are

not necessarily useful in predicting Abe academic success of white students

DiCesare, Sedlacek and Brooks, 1972; 6urin et al., 1969; HOPNitz et al.,

1972; Lowman and Spudk, 1975; Perry, 1972; Pfeifer and Sedlacek, 1970; 1974;

and Sedlacek and Brooks, 1975).

Sedlacek and Brooks (976), in reviewing'the noncognitive predictor studies

ror minorities, concluded that there were seven key N.acognitive variables:

(1) Positive self-concept. Confidence, strong-"self" feeling, strength of

character, determination, independence. (2) Understands and deals with racism.



Re list, based on personal experiences of racism. Committed to fighting to

impr va existing system. Not submissive to existing wrongs, or hateful of

socie or e,"cop-out." Able to handle racist system. Asserts that the

. school as a role in fighting racism. (3) Realistic self-appraisi4 Recognizes

and acc ts aRy academth or background deffcience iyid works hard.at self-devOop-

i

ment. (4) Prefers lontrange pals to short-term or immediate needs. Under-

stands and s willing to accept deferred gratificatioi).
(5) Availability of

strong support_person. Has a person of strong influence available to provide

advice. (6) Successful leadership experienCe. Has shown the ability to organize

and influence others within one's cultural/racial contexts. (7).Demonstrated

community service. Has shown evidence of contribution to his/her community.

,e4,11 of the above variables can be assessed by practical means through

interiiewp, counseling sessions, standardized measure, questionnaires or

application forms and can be obtained by counselors and personnel workers.

t.

Thus the process of gathering such information, should be able to fit ilito exist-
,

r

ing programs without involving significant costs. Many administrators and

educators are concer

for possible "reverse

ed with thq implications of any minority admissions policies

discrimination" lawsuits such as the Bakke case. The

nitive variables has been recommended by the Association

leges as a way to achieve equality and be prepared for

ta,'et al., 19741.Prieto, et-al., 1978; Association of

s 1976, 1977). The basis of most reverse discrimina-

white applicant accusing a school of preferential

use of the above nonco

of American Medical Co

possible lawsuits (O'Co

American Medfcal Colbg

tion lawsuits has en

admission based oØ race

minority admiss ons pro

lbedure to be valid, it

It should be,not

varTableS'are not im ortant for white applicants. I,am iuggesting that the way

or ethnic group., If a school were to employ a'systematic'

edure based on' empirical studies'which shOwed the pro-

ould be in a good position to avoid lawsuits.

that I am not suggesting that the seven noncognitive
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1

we go about-gathering our admissions information favors white applicants,

and we tend to get noncognitive information routinely for them. In admissions

and retention, our immediaté goal is equality of information to use in making

decisions and planning programs. If we must work harder, or use different

methods, to secure information from some applications, so be it; our long

tz-rm goal is retaining and graduating competent professionals.

ConclpOons

It appears to ma that the weight of the evidence favors a strong considera-

tion of race-sex subgroups in admissions procedures. While the evidence is not

always exact in terms of Ow to weight the variables, particularly the non-
Z'4

cognitive predictors, ttiere is much support for the aforementioned conclusion.

Because of our inability to weight the predictors, it is 411 the more important

hat local research be conducted at each school. The studies noted above can

serve as guidelines, 6ut the specifics should be ddveloped by the admitting

institution.

There are a great many issues relating terminority admissions which will

not be discussed here. Those interested are referred to. Sedlacek (1974, a,b;

1977) a,b) and Hixson &,Epps (1975), for further infamation. There is One issue,

nowever, whi,ch is especially important when attempting to summarize and evaluate

the research in this area. W must remember that the very nature of our informa-

tion gathering and research me hods, and cur tendency to be conservative in inter-

preting results, work against th inority applicant. Our application forms,

intervidws, lettersThf recommendation, tests, and the educational system itself

were designed for majority people. dy having relat:idly few applicants providing
.

.-,canty information from atypical backgrounds, it is easy to fall back upon the'

old standards in admission research, and explain results in terms of "flukes4

1 3
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or methodological problems. It is a time when we must drop a notch or two

in our model Of inductive science and be willing to piece together some WS

fragile and misunderstood bits of.information. If we do not, we could be

risking the future of entire races of people. Recent evidence indicates that

the numbers and percentages of minorities in higher education are dropping

(Sedlacek and Pelham, 1976). Whether this trend continues will depend largely

upon the actions of admission officers and any conclusions we can reach from our

research.
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